
To insure your clients are very
familiar with and all the functions
and tools for their
content creation, the following is
provided:

Lifetime Web-Based Training
Lifetime Software Updates
When ready, just give us a call
and we will assist from there.

Once the LED
sign is installed,
electrical is
applied, screen
should light up.
Please insure the
wireless is
attached.
Give client the
laptop and
wireless.

INSTALLATION COMPLETE WEB BASED TRAINING

A grounding rod
is supplied.

Both LED Signs
must be earth

grounded.

Attach the
supplied electrical

panel.
It is recommended

that a certified
electrician ties in

the power.
By using the

electrical panel,
the proper voltage

is always being
supplied to the

LED sign.

ELECTRICAL
BOX

It is recommended that a 2" x 2" x
.250" be used on either side of a single
pole mount. This will act as a shelf for
the LED Display.
Insuring this is square, makes the
installation much faster and safer.
Also supplied are rubber caps for the
2" x 2" tubing.

SHOP
INSPECTION

We recommend a shop inspection to insure
all is running proper.

Provided are 110 plugs to turn on and test
the display.

Attach the wireless, turn on the laptop and
our tech dept. can access and test.

Once the shelf is properly installed.....
Simply lift the display utilizing properly weighted
straps. Set on the shelf and secure to the pole.
If you desire to weld as opposed to bolting, please
use the supplied 3" x 3" angle.

POLE
PREPARATION

INSTALLATION

Quick Install Guide
The STARBRITE outdoor displays are in essence Plug And Play ready.
Installation was at the forefront of the STARBRITE cabinet design.

Closed Loop Eyehooks

This provides easy lift for
mounting of the LED.

Wireless Connection

This provides easy access for
wireless connection.

3x3 Weldable Angle

This provides a way to weld to
the pole, without intrusion.

Front Access Modules

Starbrite's technological advance of
the front access panels provide the

following:
Easy power supply access
Easy receive card access
Easy cable access
Easy computer card access
Easy fan access
Weather proof seal
Aluminum locks
Hot change capabilities

Dual Panel Connection

This provides easy connection
of master/master via cat 5

For Indoor Displays..

INDOOR SUPER HI-RES
OUTDOOR LED DISPLAYS


